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CORPORATE PROFILE

Rontex is a recognized brand in fashion which is principally engaged in sourcing, manufacture and sale of high-quality garments

products. The variety of garment products include woven wear, knitwear, sweaters and suits for men. Rontex garment products

are shipped to customers in over 20 countries.

With modern manufacturing facilities and extensive sourcing network across many producers and provinces in the People’s

Republic of China (“PRC”), Rontex provides the expertise of a one-stop manufacturing house for customers through various

value-added features: prompt and accurate sourcing of garment products, quality assurance, reasonable pricing strategies and

tailor-made design to meet product requirements.

Founded in late 1980s, Rontex is today headquartered in Hong Kong from where it coordinates the operations of the group. The

principal manufacturing sites are located in Ningbo city of Zhejiang and Beijing. At the beginning of 2004, Rontex will have its

third manufacturing sites in Huzhou city of Zhejiang province. While long term development strategy results in the establishment

of owned production facilities, Rontex has been maintaining networks with a large number of quality-conscious and cost

effective producers who are able to satisfy distinctive requirements from its customers.

In 2002, Rontex was successfully listed on the Mainboard of The Hong Kong Stock Exchange Limited. Grounding on the

established brand and the listing status, Rontex is committed to accomplish its VISION:

“With production bases using technologically advanced machinery and applying modern management philosophy, we pursue

excellence in manufacturing the widest range of quality garments for the well-known brands of the world.”


